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URAND --A Universal Random Number Generator
Michael A. Malcolm and Cleve B. Moler
The Fortran subroutine for computing random numbers which we describe in this brief report is intended for publication in a forthcoming if necessary, deduces necessary parameters of the computer arithmetic system at the time it is executed. Techniques related to those given in Malcolm (1972) are used for obtaining floating-point parameters. In the same spirit we have attempted to program a relatively machine independent random number generator which we modestly call URAND which stands for "universal random number generator," and fortuitously for "uniform random -number generatw ." To date, URAND has undergone only minimal testing on an IBM 360, CDC 6600, PDP 10 and SIGMA 7. Since it is purported to work pmperly 3n most computers in use, URAND must be tested on many more computers using a variety of statistical tests. We encourage readers to try URAND on their computers and test it using their favorite statistical t tests. FeetfbtJck I'rom our rearic)~'s w.i.11 be greatly appreciated. WC arc particularly interested in learning sf' results o1' the "spe(:tral testI described in Knuth, vol. 2, p. 82 .
A source listing of URAND in ANSI standard Fortran is included at the end of this report. We will briefly describe the rationale which led 
